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"Finally, A Powerful Set Of Search Engine Optimization Tools So Easy To Use That You Will Blow By

Your Competitors, Get Higher Search Engine Rankings, & Make More Profits Starting Today!..." The

Search Engine Game Has Been Exoposed And Is NOW Wide Open! Are you tired of spending loads of

money trying to get search engine traffic? Maybe you're just tired of spending hundreds of hours trying to

tweak and change your site just right so that you can hope to get a decent ranking. Truthfully, have any of

this paid off in the way that you pictured they would? Chances are, they haven't but don't fret because

there is good news! To find out how to start getting the rankings you want and deserve, read on... From:

YOUR NAME Tuesday 11:06 AM Dear Friend, If you've ever tried to get high search engine rankings you

probably realize that it can be an incredible task to try and rank highly without paying for the ranking (i.e.

pay per click). Most people get caught up by the hope of getting loads of free traffic from the search

engines. I know that I have as have thousands of other people. Doesn't it sound great? Get a ton of traffic
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from the search engines, convert them into sales and make a ton of money in the process? It's a great

vision. The truth is that most people think they know what to do when trying to achieve a good ranking in

the search engines but those people as well as... "...You Have Been Given Down Right Inaccurate

AndIneffective Search Engine Optimization Information!" As I'm sure you're aware, there are literally

hundreds of eBooks, courses, reports, membership sites and full blown big home study courses touting

the promise of teaching you to get traffic from the search engines. Most of these courses are over hyped

and lack any real substance as far and tested and proven search engine optimization tactics. Almost all of

them have been written by ghost writers who do nothing but research search engine optimization and

then write a book on it for the person who's hired them. This means that a real expert hasn't even written

that material and no one has tested it in many cases! I know this may sound scary but it's absolutely true

and you need to know that before going out and spending your money on a course. That's why you

need... "The Three Keys To Search Engine Success" When it comes to learning how to get traffic from

the search engines you need information that contains three important keys... 1) The first key is getting

information that has been put together by a true search engine optimization expert. If the information isn't

written by someone who's tested and been where you are, how could it be of any value? 2) You need

information that has been tested by more than one person. You want to be able to put information in

place that has been used by not just one person but dozens of people so you know it's effective. 3) You

want "White Hat" strategies that won't get you banned form the search engines! Many courses teach you

techniques that could potentially get you banned and blacklisted by the search engines which

permanently shuts down any chance you have at getting traffic and the worst part is that they don't even

tell you this before you put that tactic into action! These keys are vital to any information that you follow in

getting search engine traffic. "Can Someone Like Me, Really Learn How To Optimize My Website For

Massive Search Engine Traffic?" You SURE Can!... * You can set your pages up for maximum visibility

from the search engine spiders! * You can get your site listed in days, not months! * You can generate

loads of traffic that you can leverage into sales! "Getting The Search Engines To Send You All The Traffic

That You Can Handle Has Never Been So Easy! While many courses would make you believe that

getting traffic form the search engines is a major deal and takes and act of congress, the truth is it's easy.

But it's only easy if you know the tricks to getting your rankings high. While simple, these tricks are only

known to the REAL search engine optimization experts. They are used to increase website rankings



through the roof and generate tons of free traffic. You are going to learn all of these secrets and more in

the amazing new course the Super SEO GuideBook! Here are just a few of the awesome things you are

going to learn... * On Page Tricks To Getting High Rankings- You are going to learn the secret "on page"

factors that you can tweak in order to get your page the maximum exposure from the search engines. *

Linking Tricks That Get Traffic Quickly - This section will teach you about linking and how you can use it

to get noticed by the search engines quickly without tons of technical work! * Getting Listed Faster Than

You Ever Thought Possible - If you know the tricks of the trade you can get your site listed in days, not

months like some other courses say that you need to wait! * Hybrid SEO - This section shows you some

simple tricks that you can implement to attract free search engine traffic by combining search engine

optimization and pay per click traffic together for a hybrid effect that multiplies your traffic like crazy! *

Easy Submission Guidelines -You will also learn how to submit your site to all of the search engines and

directories extremely fast and in a way that the search engines love & appreciate! * Secret Tools List -

This list is going to show you all of the tools, resources and secret pieces of software that the top search

engine experts use to gain massive exposure and traffic from the search engines! * Easy To Follow

System - Everything that you could need is in this tight new system. You just follow the simple directions

and your on your way to getting loads of search engine traffic minus the complicated techno jargon that

goes with most courses! "Just Take A Look At The MASSIVE Table Of Contents For Yourself!" THE
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Price..." You probably have the following thought in your head... "This manual has to cost an arm and a

leg" While there is good reason to think that, it's just no true. Sure, there are firms out there who charge

upwards of $10,000 a year in exchange for working on your search engine rankings but gosh that's a lot

of money. There are also tons of multi-thousand dollar courses out there promising you the world. The

good news is that I want to not only deliver extremely high quality information to you but I want to do it at

an absolute bargain! So if you act today you will get the full Super SEO GuideBook course for a single

measly payment of ( 25 $ ) To make it even easier to say yes, I'm also going to sprinkle a little sugar on

the sundae by offering you the following fast action bonuses... POWER BONUS # 1 Attention: Here's An

Easy Way To Gain An Unfair Advantage Over Your Competitors By Getting Links From High Ranking

Websites At Light Speed! "This Is Your Turbo Charged Link Finding Workhorse That Will Even Allow You

To Send Email Request To Link Parnters In The Blink Of An Eye!"... Did you know that incoming links

(also known as inbound links and non-reciprocal links) have gained unprecedented importance in how

search engines rank websites? In fact, website optimization, no matter how well it is done, is no longer

sufficient to obtain a high search engine ranking for your business. All of the major search engines,

including Google, HotBot, All The Web, Lycos, AOL, Excite, GoEureka, IWon, Comet and Ask Jeeves,

now factor in link popularity to determine site rank. The more high quality, relevant links that lead to your

site, the higher you will rank. In short, developing and maintaining high quality links to your website is now

essential to the success of your business! PR Ninja Makes It Easy to Get the Links You Need... Use PR

Ninja to uncover the linking structures of your top competitors' websites. Then use this information to

improve on what they are doing and ensure yourself a top search engine ranking! Top 7 Reasons To Use

PR Ninja: 1. Secretly Spy On Your Competition - "Keep your friends close and your enemies closer!" Ok,

maybe that's a bit dramatic, but you get the idea. If you know which sites link to your competition you can

ask them to link to you too. 2. Improves Your Search Engine Rankings - If you know how many sites are



linking back to you now, you can increase your search engine rankings by simply contacting more high

PageRank sites relevant to your site. 3. Increases your website traffic - As other sites that you contact

begin to link to your site, you will generate additional targeted traffic to your site without spending a dime.

And more traffic means more sales! 4. Tracks Your Linking Progress - If you have a starting point, you

can track your results that much better. PR Ninja automatically tracks your campaigns and checks to

make sure partner sites still link to you. 5. Advanced Sorting Capabilities - With the click of your mouse

you can arrange the list by URL, PageRank, Results Position, Keyword, Links In, Links Out and Score.

The default sort is from most to least PageRank. 6. Stores All Your Information - PR Ninja was designed

as a time-saving tool. You can easily save your reports to your choice of folders or on a disk as CSV or

HTML files. Pull them up whenever you want! 7. Email Wizard - Contacting your new found possible link

exchange partners is easy with PR Ninja and the built-in Mailing Wizard complete with Email Template for

fast and convenient contact management. Screenshots PR Ninja Main Search Screen (Wedding Niche

Keywords Example) PR Ninja Search Results for Wedding Niche Keywords PR Ninja Mailing Wizard

Configuration Plus You'll Get... POWER BONUS # 2 Attention: Here's An Easy Way To Gain An Unfair

Advantage Over Your Competitors And Find All Their Best Ranking Web Pages... "Spider ANY Website

And Find Out The Rank Of Each Page On That Site... In MERE Seconds!" Just Turn SEO Spider Loose

And Let HIM Do All The "Grunt" Work! Here's the deal. The whole point of creating SEO Spider was to

reduce the time and work involved in yet another important webmaster task. That's why I'm not about to

waste your time now rambling on and on about how great this software program is. Instead, I'll cut right to

the features and let you decide for yourself... * Spider ANY website and build a list of URL's -- along with

the titles -- for each page on that server * Quickly and easily query Google to find out how many pages

are indexed and what the rank is for each of those listed pages * Powerful phrase matching search option

gives you the most targeted rank results for every page indexed by Google * Check individual pages or

use the convenient "Check All" features to analyze the entire list * If you don't wish to use the default

page title during the query, it allows you to make changes just by clicking on the title * Discover how well

your website performs over time and know at-a-glance if you're improving your results * Easily analyze

any and all competitors' websites and discover all of their TOP performing pages * "Smart" technology

ensures that disallowed pages such as robots.txt files won't get indexed/listed * Features 100

customizable search engine and website courtesy levels for maximum safety * Searches whois records



uncovering contact and domain registration information for any webmaster * Compare any two websites

to find out which has more indexed pages, better link popularity and a lower Alexa rank * Reports the

number of pages on the server, the number of pages indexed by Google, link popularity, and Alexa rank *

Delivers a concise Summary Report with page rank statistics -- you can view the report, save, or even

email it * Gves you the option of saving all the results, saving only the selected results, printing, and/or

exporting to CSV * Know whether or not Google is updating their index with our handy Google Dance

Tool Plus You'll Get... POWER BONUS # 3 YES!: Here's An Easy Way To Gain An Unfair Advantage

Over Your Competitors By Adding Content To Your Website Automaticallly... "Power-Up Your Content By

Adding Rotating Fresh Content To All Your Webpages Automatically!" This tool will allow you to skyrocket

your revenue by recycling your existing content so you profit from it hundreds of times over! This script

allows users to create and manage text "snippets" that randomly rotate text on their web pages. The main

benefit of this tool is to offer search engine benefits because search engines like websites with fresh

content. It can be used by you personally or you can run it as a membership site. Here are just a few

benefits this tool provides: * Get more from your existing content to increase your chances of getting

higher search engine rankings! And when you get more from your content, then you're also maximizing

your investment of money and time into your content! * Effortlessly manage and organize content for all of

your blogs and web pages! You just input the content and let Content Maximizer take care of the test! *

Give your web pages the edge they need to beat out the search engine competition! You get an unfair

advantage that their static web pages just can't compete with! * Attract more search engine spiders to get

more of pages into the search engines faster! Search engine spiders love frequently updated content and

all of your web pages are going to have it! * Insert unlimited "text snippets" to be rotated on a frequent

basis throughout your website! You don't have to constantly create new content to keep your pages fresh!

* Set it up once and let it run on autopilot for years! This solution is perfect for small and large sites alike

when you don't have countless hours to spend writing new content for it! * Plus, much more! "You

Deserve Tons Of FREE Traffic From The Search Engines And Today You Can Make That Happen!"

Think about this, for a measly ( 25 $ ) today you can be on your way to higher search engine rankings

starting today!... This is a small sum to pay, to start finally taking steps towards getting your website

online and starting to live the work at home lifestyle! Look at it this way -- ( 25 $ ) is really a painless drop

in the bucket to be able to get your hands on The Super SEO GuideBook and start using it right away to



improve your lifestyle! "You Really Cant Afford Not To Invest In This Guide Right Now!" It's easy to get

started right away. Just click the order link below.
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